
The Structure of Technology and Tests 
of a Model of Production: Reply and Further Results 

By Klaus Conrad* 

The critical comment by Zweifel (this issue) has been the motivation to 
carry out once more the tests of hypotheses from production theory by allowing 
also non-zero profits. We furthermore consider implicite and non-homogene-
ous production functions and repeat the tests to show the sensitivity of the 
results with respect to more general models. The sensitivity of the results 
underlines that there is no way to test the theory of production as such. 
What can be done is only to test a specific model of production under the 
assumption made in developing the analytical framework. 

1. Introduction 

In the paper commented by Zweifel (this issue) Conrad and Jor-
genson (1978) (CJ henceforth) employed econometric models of pro-
duction to develop tests of parametric restrictions on pattern of sub-
stitution and technical change implied by separability in commodities 
and time. Zweifel noticed correctly that the results of the tests are 
based on the assumption that an implicit transformation function can 
be written in an explicit form. There is nothing wrong with that as 
empirical results have to be interpreted always in the light of the as-
sumption made. If one has serious doubts with respect to the assump-
tions, one might cast doubt on the validity of the empirical results. To 
achieve greater generality, one can start, of course, with an implicit 
transformation function but this might also not increase the readers' 
confidence in the empirical results if he believes that the hypothesis of 
profit maximization under given prices is unrealistic in a world of 
monopolistic behavior. It might be interesting to show the sensitivity 
of the results by employing the implicit production function. In this 
case, however, there is more than one production function which can 
generate translog value shares. As there corresponds to each production 
function a different set of parameter restrictions, more than one test is 
required for testing the hypothesis of profit maximization. 

* Englische Fassung eines Vortrages des Verfassers auf der Arbeitstagung 
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230 Klaus Conrad 

The hypothesis of profit maximization under the assumption of zero 
profits and an explicit production function has been tested and not 
rejected in CJ (1977). We do not have to test for a change of functional 
forms of the share equations as commented by Zweifel, as the translog 
representation of marginal productivity and supply and demand func-
tions can be interpreted as a first-order approximation of any system 
of marginal productivity and supply and demand functions. In section 2 
of this paper we will develop a model of production based on the as-
sumption of non-zero profits and an explicitly written production func-
tion. Results of the test of the hypothesis of profit maximization are 
given in section 3. In section 5 we develop a more general model of 
production based on an implicit production function, and the empirical 
results show that more work has to be done to carry out a conclusive 
test procedure. 

2. Production model I: Separable, 
Homogeneous production function; one input fixed 

As in CJ (1977, 1978), we specialize to the case of two outputs — con-
sumption C and investment I — and two inputs — labor L and capital 
K. The corresponding prices are qc, q/, Ql and q/o respectively, and t is 
time, considered an index of technology. The objective of the firm is to 
maximize short-run profits subject to a given labor input1: 

(1) Max {ji = qcC + qII-qKK-qLL\L = F(C,I,-K,t)r} . 
c, UK 

The production function is assumed to be homogeneous of degree r, 
that is, F is homogeneous of degree one. 

We rewrite the production function as L1/r = F (•) and obtain the 
necessary conditions for producer equilibrium as follows: 

(2) q c = ; . F c , q / = AF / , - qK = IFK , 

where A is the Lagrange multiplier. From Euler's theorem we obtain 

q c C + q / I - q x K = A[FcC + F / I + Fk-K] =2.LHr , 
or 

71 + qLL 

1 It is more realistic to treat capital rather than labor as fixed in a short-
run model of production. But in this case the share equations are different 
from the ones estimated in CJ (1977, 1978) and we can not compare the 
results of the tests. 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 231 

Substituting this expression for X into (2) results in necessary condi-
tions for producer equilibrium saying that elasticities of the production 
function F with respect to consumption, investment and capital are 
equal to the value shares of goods to the sum of profits and wages: 

q z I _ 3 In F 
n + qL L 3 In I  9  

For specifying the production function we can either approximate 
the production function by a Taylor's series and derive (3), or we can 
approximate the shares in (3) and solve the system of partial differen-
tial equations to obtain the production function. We choose the trans-
log representation of the production function F 

L Ut = exp [«q + <xc In C -f a7 In I + aK In K + at • t 
+ V2 {ficc ( I n C)2 + fai I n C I n 1 + fiCK I n C I n K 

(4) + filc In I In C + fiu (In I)« + fiIK In I In K 

+ fiKC In K In C + Pki In K In I + fiKK (ln K)2} 
+ fid** C • t + fiIt In I • t + fiKt In K • t + Vt fin • t2] , 

and as F is assumed to be homogeneous of degree one, the usual para-
meter restrictions must be satisfied: 

<*C + a7 +  aK = 1 » 
ficc + filC + PkC = 0 » 

(5) + + = O , 
fidi + PlK + fiKK = 0 > 
fat + fin + pKt = ° • 

The equations for the shares follow from (3) and (4): 
wc = «C + fac In C + fi ci In I + ficK In K + fict ' t 

(6) wl = + fiw In C + fin In I + filK ln K + fiIt-1 , 

*>K = <*K + fiKC In C + fiKl ln I + fiKK In K + fiKt • t , 

Next, we can differentiate the production function F logarithmically 
with respect to time to obtain the rate of technical change 

3 ln F 1 3 lnL 
(7) = 

The rate of technical change is the decline of labor input with respect 
to time, holding outputs and capital input constant, corrected by the 
influence of returns to scale. Under the translog specification we ob-
tain 

(3) w c : = 

wK := -

QçC 

n + qLL 

QkK 
n + q LL 

31n F 

3 ln C ' 
3 ln F 

= 3 ln K 

wi 

15* 
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232 Klaus Conrad 

(8) wt — (xt -1- ptQ In C + In I + PtK ln K + • t . 

To measure the rate of technical change wt, we differentiate the loga-
rithm of the production function F totally with respect to time 

1 • _ 3 In F 3 In F . 3 lnF . 3lnF . 
~V L ~ ~ 3 t ~ + 3 t a C C + "8taT I + 3hÌK K 

3 In F 
= + wc C + io71 + wK K 

d In C where C : = — - — etc. 
dt 

From this expression we get the rate of technical change Wt in terms 
of the value shares, the rate of growth of the inputs and outputs and 
of the degree of homogeneity: 

1 . 
(9) wt = — L — wc C — Wi I — wK K 

We proceeded by deriving the system of marginal productivity func-
tions (6) and (8) given the translog approximation of the production 
function. As the order of the second derivatives of F can be changed, 
the matrix (/?#) is symmetric. An alternative procedure is to approxi-
mate the marginal productivity conditions in (3) by a Taylor's series 
of the first order in the logarithms of the variables. As the shares sum 
to unity, the parameter restrictions in (5) must be satisfied. Further-
more, we observe: 

dwc _ 3 2 InF 3 wl _ 3 2 I n F 
din I ~~ 3 In I 3 In C a n d 3lnC ~ 3 In C 3 In I 

which implies the symmetry conditions as necessary and sufficient for 
the marginal productivity functions to be generated from a translog 
production function: 

Pic = fici > Pck = Pkc • Pik = Pki 
Pet = Ptc Pit = Ptl pKt = PtK 

The hypothesis of the equality of the marginal rate of substitution 
and transformation with the relative prices is equivalent to the hypo-
thesis of profit-maximizing supply and demand functions. An alterna-
tive way of testing this hypothesis is the dual approach to production 
theory by characterizing the production function in terms of the profit 
function. To derive the corresponding profit function, we observe that 
the first-order partial derivatives of F are homogeneous of degree zero; 
so we rewrite (2) as follows: 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 233 

and * = ^ I ~~lJJr~ 9 y JJJr~ ' ^ j ' 

and solve this system for the unknown quantitites in terms of the prices 
qc, qi and q&: 

C 
jj/r = fl («C > Ql> QK> 

I K 
and similary for ——— and Ulr JJtr 

Inserting the optimal production plan C = L1/r f 1 (•)>••• > into the ob-
jective function (1), we obtain the profit function n (qc, qi, qK, t) in the 
following partitioning: 

(11) n (qc, q z , qK , t) = U'rP(qc, ql, q^ , t) - qL L . 

If the profit function is identically zero, as assumed in CJ (1977, 1978) 
then the production function is homogeneous of degree one and (11) 
implies the price function 

Ql = p (Qc > QI, Qk> Q 

employed in CJ (1977, 78). Here we do not assume that the profit func-
tion is identically zero. 

According to McFadden2 we obtain the profit-maximizing production 
plan by the partial derivative of the profit function with respect to the 
prices: 

3 n (•) „ 3 P (•) = UlT —- = C 3 Qc 3 Qc 
or 

3 In P < •) qcC 
= IJ^pV) <etC' f ° r 1 a n d K ) ' 

Because of (11), this expression can be rewritten as follows: 

QcC BlnP(-) 
(12) = 

Similarly, we obtain: 

Qi I 3 In P (•) (13) w l = a + qLL 3lnqz 

2 See Fuss and McFadden (1979). 
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234 Klaus Conrad 

qKK 3 InP(.) 
( 1 4 ) " ^ T Q ^ L 

We next specify the price function P (•) as a translog price function: 

P ( • ) = exp [a0 + <xc In qc + oc¡ In q¡ + <ocK In qK +<xt-t 
+ V2 {ficc (In qc)2 + pCI In q cln ql + fiCK In qc In qK 

(15) + PIC l n Q/ l n Q c + P11 ü n Qz)2 + ^ I K l n Q/ l n q K 

+ fiKC ln qK ln qc + fiKI ln qK ln qz 

+ fiKKQnqK)*] 
+ fiCt In qc • t + fiIt ln q7 • t + ^ ln q x • + V2fitt • t2] . 

As the profit function is homogeneous of degree one in the prices, 
the price function P ( • ) is homogeneous of degree one in the prices 
qc, qi and q/c. This implies that the parameters of the translog price 
function satisfy restrictions that are precisely analogous to the re-
strictions on the parameters of the translog production function given 
under (5). 

By logarithmic differentiation of the translog representation of the 
price function (15) with respect to prices we obtain: 

u>c = «C + ficc l n <2c + ficiln <2/ + ficK l n Qk +fict ' t > 
(16) W1=4XÏ + file In qc + finln <2/ + fiiKln Qk +fiit't * 

™k = «;< + fiKCln qc + finLN Q/ + PKK LN QK + Put ' t • 

For similar reasons as mentioned above the parameters must satisfy 
the symmetry restrictions (10). Finally we can differentiate the price 
function P ( • ) logarithmically with respect to time to obtain the nega-
tive of the rate of technical change: 

(17) -wt = 3 l n a ^ ( } = *t + fitc In qc + fiti In qz + fitK In qK + fitt-1 , 

where wt = , as measured in (9). It is — Wt the growth of the 
price function with respect to time, holding prices of consumption, in-
vestment and capital constant. For a proof that 

3 ln F 31 n P 
(18> — a t — a t — ' 

see the appendix. 

The production function F and the price function P are homogeneous 
of degree one so that the share equations are homogeneous of degree 
zero in the quantities or prices, respectively. Conversely, we observe 
that the shares sum to unity, implying the parameter restrictions, 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 235 

given under (5). From these restrictions, together with the symmetry 
restrictions (10), we conclude that the share equations are homogeneous 
of degree zero in the quantities or prices, respectively, and that F and 
P are homogeneous of degree one. Therefore, a sum of one for the 
value shares, the restriction (5) and the symmetry restriction (10) pro-
vide a test of the hypothesis that the marginal productivity functions 
(6) and the supply and demand functions (16) can be generated from a 
production function F or a price function, respectively, that are homo-
genous of degree one. 

To test the properties of well-behaved production and profit func-
tions, we have to develop tests for monotonicity and convexity of these 
functions. Monotonicity of the production function F requires that 

3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F :>o, ^T ;>o, „ < ; o , _ <;o. 3 C = ' 31 = ' 3K = ' 31 = 

Monotonicity of the profit function requires that 

3 ?r ^ 3 TT 3 7i 3 7i 
3 Qc 3Q/ ~~ ~ 3t -

It follows from (11) that the partial derivatives of the price function 
have the same sign as those of the profit function. The necessary con-
ditions for monotonicity of the production function are 

(19) ac > 0 , oil ¡> 0 , <xK <L 0 , oct <; 0 ; 

and for the profit function: 

(20) ac ;> 0 , <xj ^ 0 , ocK < 0 , at 0 . 

Convexity of the profit function implies convexity of the price func-
tion P and vice versa. For tests of convexity see CJ (1977). We note 
here only that after reparametrization the following two inequality 
restrictions must hold under convexity: 

(21) <$! ;> 0 , d2> 0 . 

3. Test results for the model of production I 

In the preceding section we derived restrictions on the parameters 
of the system of marginal productivity and supply and demand func-
tions by assuming a translog approximation of the production and 
profit function, respectively. For hypotheses testing we begin with 
first-order translog approximations of the marginal productivity and 
supply and demand functions. We then impose the parameter restric-
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236 Klaus Conrad 

tions implied by integrability of the system to the corresponding trans-
log production or profit function. The stochastic specification of the 
model is based on the assumption that the true shares have the trans-
log form. In this case we avoid the econometric complications with 
occur if an error of approximation is included in the error term3. 

The details in developing tests of the theory of production are given 
in CJ (1977). We only summarize the main steps: 

1. To test integrability of the marginal productivity and supply and 
demand functions, we add a stochastic component to the translog 
functions. As the shares sum to unity, the random variables are not 
distributed independently and we combine two equations of (6) or 
(16), respectively, with the equation (8) or (17), respectively, for 
the rate of technical change. 

2. The complete model involves 15 unknown parameters. There are 
six symmetry restrictions, so that the model involves 9 unknown 
parameters under the integrability restrictions. Together with the 
parameter restrictions (5), the symmetry restrictions are also tests 
of homogeneity of degree one of the underlying production or profit 
function. 

3. Tests of monotonicity and convexity restrictions have been carried 
out conditional on integrability. We have tested monotonicity and 
convexity in parallel. 
To test monotonicity, we form t-ratios for the linear hypothesis 
corresponding to each of these restrictions. We reject monotonicity 
if the fitted value, say a, is significantly negative (ac, oci) ((occ, <*i> <*t) 
for the profit function) or positive (<*£, <*t) (<*k for the profit function). 

4. To test convexity, a reparametrization of the parameters ficc Pci 
and fin by the parameters <5i, 62 and ¿21 is required (see CJ (1977)). 
In terms of the new parameters necessary conditions for convexity 
take the form 

<5i > 0, S2 > 0 . 

We first fit the econometric model with symmetry imposed. To test 
convexity, we require t-ratios for the linear hypothesis correspond-
ing to each of these inequality restrictions. We reject the hypothesis 
of convexity if the fitted values, say <5, are significantly negative. 

5. The estimator of the unknown parameters is based on the method 
of maximum likelihood. To test the validity of restrictions implied 
by integrability, we employ test statistics based on the likelihood 

3 See Simmons and Weiserbs (1979). 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 237 

ratio A. Our test statistic is based on — 2 In X which is under the 
null hypothesis distributed, asymptotically as chi-squared with a 
number of degrees of freedom equal to six, the number of symmetry 
restrictions to be tested. To test the validity of inequality restric-
tions implied by monotonicity and convexity, we employ test sta-
tistics based on the ratio of each inequality constrained coefficient 
to its standard error. Under the null hypothesis these test statistics 
are distributed asymptotically as standard normal variables. 

6. We set the level of significance for each series at 0.05 and assign a 
level of significance of 0.025 to the tests of symmetry and of 0.025 
to the tests of monotonicity and convexity. The probability of a 
false rejection for one test among the collection of all tests we con-
sider is less than or equal to 0.05. With the aid of critical values for 
our test statistics given in Table 1, the reader can evaluate the re-
sults of our tests for alternative significance levels. Test statistics 
for each of the hypotheses implied by the theory are given in 
Table 2. 

Table 1 

Critical values of ^/degrees of freedom and N (0,1) 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 
Statistic 

Level of significance Degrees 
of 

freedom 
Statistic 

.10 .05 .025 .01 .005 

1 N (0,1) 1.28 1.64 1.96 2.33 2.58 
5 X2/ d. f. 1.84 2.21 2.56 3.01 3.35 
6 y}i d. f. 1 1.77 2.10 2.41 2.80 3.09 

10 1.6 1.83 2.05 2.32 2.51 

We have used the same data as employed by CJ (1977, 1978) except 
for the price and quantity of capital and for the rate of technical 
change. The latter has been calculated according to (9). The price of 
capital services qK has been determined along the lines given in Jor-
genson and Hall (1967) and calculated for the Federal Republic of Ger-
many in Conrad and Jorgenson (1975). The price of capital depends on 
the tax rate u, the after tax rate of return r, the investment goods 
price p/, the rate of replacement d, deductable property taxes per unit 
of capital stock r and less capital gains from revaluation: 

qK. t = I * (P/, t-1 rt + Pi, t8 ~ (Pi, t - Pi, t-1)) + Pi, t * t • 
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238 Klaus Conrad 

Table 2 

Test statistics for translog production and price functions 

Hypothesis 

Rate with 
0-profita) 

P Sn U C " ^ 

Average 
Interest Rate 

puodr 1 

Bonds Rate 

P S r ^ o f i t 

Symmetry 1.77 2.37 1.76 1.5 1.96 3.3 
Given 

Sym-
metry 

Monoton-
icity 1 

ac 200.6 127.9 164.0 130.3 162.3 124.0 
«7 245.2 101.2 138.5 87.4 142.7 100.3 
<*K - 118.5 - 149.3 - 22.1 - 35.0 - 36.5 - 60.7 
*t - 11.3 11.2 - 13.3 19.8 - 17.5 17.5 
Convexity 

<5, 13.4 19.1 - 19.5 - 5.5 - 2.5 - 1.2 
0.51 0.03 0.05 0.4 - 0.04 0.2 

a) See C J (1977). 

The price p/ of the acquisition of capital goods differs from the price 
qj for the output of investment goods by including indirect taxes4. The 
tax rate has been calculated by dividing taxes on corporate profits and 
personal income taxes on property income by total property income. 
Property income does not include imputed wages for self-employed 
persons and also the income tax has been cleared up by the tax revenue 
due to labor income5. As a proxy for r we tried two alternatives: the 
rate of return on bonds and a weigthed average of several interest 
rates on financial assets. The outcome of the test procedure can say 
something about the sensitivity of the tests with respect to the choice 
of a rate of return. Profits have been calculated by subtracting 
qk, t 'Kt-1 from total property income, where Kt is the real private 
capital stock. If capital costs q k K . i include profit as a normal return 
on capital, the corresponding rate of return r* can be calculated by 
multiplying the formula for the price of capital qjc.t by Kt-1 and 
solving for r*. This is the rate of return employed by CJ (1977), which 
implies G = 0 and a degree of homogeneity of r = 1. 

4 The prices qI and pz are presented in Conrad and Jorgenson (1975). 
5 See Conrad and Jorgenson (1975). 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 239 

The results of our tests of the theory of production based on short-
run non-zero profit maximization with labor input given are that the 
set of restrictions on the parameters of the translog marginal pro-
ductivity functions implied by integrability cannot be rejected at the 
corresponding level of significance for both choices of a rate of return. 
The set of integrability restrictions on the parameters of the translog 
supply and demand functions cannot be rejected in the case of an 
average interest rate as a proxy for the rate of return, but has to be 
rejected in the case of the bonds rate as proxy. Given symmetry, we 
accept monotonicity of both, the production and profit function, but 
reject convexity if qn is based on the average interest rate, as <3i is 
significantly negative at the corresponding level of significance. If the 
price of capital is based on the bonds rate we also reject convexity of 
the production function. As we have already rejected symmetry for 
the profit specification, the test result for convexity is meaningless. 
Compared with the results under zero profits, the symmetry conditions 
are less restrictive than the convexity assumption. 

4. Model of production II: Separable, 
homogeneous production function; all inputs as variables 

To unify our framework for testing the theory of production under 
zero and non-zero profits we have assumed that labor input is fixed in 
the short-run which might be the case with respect to firing but not 
with respect to hiring labor. The reason for this assumption is, that 
under zero profits the model specification derived in CJ (1977) coincides 
with the model specification given in section 2 of this paper. 

In this section we assume that all quantities are variables and state 
the problem as follows: 

(22) Max {n = qc C + q11 - qK K - qL L I Wr = F (C, I, - K, t)} 
C,I1E,L 

Necessary conditions for producer equilibrium are: 

(23) qc = XFc, q7 = A F 7 , - q K = XFK, qL = ?^LVr-l . 

Again, by employing Euler's theorem, we obtain: 

n + qLL 

~ Lt/r ; 

and A substituted into (23) results in the same system of marginal pro-
ductivity functions as given in (3); for example 
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240 Klaus Conrad 

qcC 3 In F 
<24> WC= „ , „ t = > etc* n + QlL d In C 

An additional equation emerges from the marginal productivity con-
dition for labor: 

q l L 1 (25) ji + qLL r 

Under positive profits r is greater than unity. This equation can be 
used to estimate the degree of homogeneity, which enters the equation 
(9) for the rate of technical change and was already needed to carry 
out the tests in section 3. We obtained 

r = 1.39 with qK based on an average interest rate 
(0.02) 

r = 1.27 with qK based on the bond rate 
(0.01) 

r = 1 with qK based on zero profits 

We conclude that the marginal productivity function for long-run and 
short-run profit maximization are the same except for the additional 
equation (25). Therefore* if we estimate (25) outside the simultaneous 
system, the outcome of the test will be the same under both models. 
However, we did not succeed in showing that the same conclusion 
holds with respect to the dual approach. It is not possible to substitute 
P or 7i for F in (24) with three prices instead of three quantities as 
arguments. We can rewrite (23) as follows: 

qc Fc (x) ql Fl (x) qK FK (x) 
qL>r F(x) ' qL-r F (x) 9 q L -r F (x) 

CI fc where (x) = ( — , — , — — , t). This system can be solved for the three Li LI LI 
CI K unknown variables — > — and — : Li Li LI 

Ç = , / Qc Qi Qk A 
L H Qi-r ' qL-r ' q L-r 1 ) 

(26) 
I K 
~ = f 2 O , I = f 8 O 

L can be obtained from the production function by using (26) 
l 

Lr =F(Lf i , Lf2, Lf3, t) 

or L = 
\QL'r O-L ' r t , 

r 
l^r 
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The Structure of Technology and Tests of a Model of Production 241 

If we insert the optimal production plan into the objective function, 
then the profit function has the following form: 

n{qCtcibqKtqLtt) = ' r (H • t ) ~ 7) G ' ' ' ' ' t ) ^ 

or 
n ( ) = P (Qc> <2/> <lK> <2l ' r> 9 

with n (•) or P (•) homogeneous of degree one in all prices. 

This means that we cannot obtain a simple condition on the profit 
function when the transformation function is separable in {L} from 
{C,I, — K,t}. Therefore, a supply function, for example for C, is: 

3 n (•) 3 'In 7t Qc'C 
C or, 

3QC ' 3 lnq c n 

A translog representation of the profit function n (•) would now in-
clude all four prices. However, the goodness of fit of these supply and 
demand functions should turn out to be rather poor as the shares are 
pretty unstable. 

5. Model of production III: 
Implicite production function; all inputs as variables 

We finally outline the test procedure for variable quantities without 
the assumption of explicit separability of L from {C, I, K, t}, as sug-
gested by Zweifel (also 1978). 

Given the prices, the profit maximizing problem is 

max {n = qc C -f q71 - qK K - qL L | H (In C, In I, In K, InL, t) = 0} 
C,I}K,L 

The first order conditions are 

X Hr X Hj X Hjr X HT 
(27) qc = — , Q/ = qK=—^ , Ql = — ^ 

3 H where Hr = 3 In C 

From these conditions the following shares for estimation under non-
zero profits can be derived, given H (•) in translog form: 

qCC = _ Hc = _ occ + ficc In C + pci In I + ficK In K 
( } <xL + pLClnC + pLI\nI + fiLKlnK 

+ feLln L + ficf* 
+ /3LLin L + fiu-t 
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<2/1 Hj ocj + fiiQ In C + 
qLL Hl xl+ ... 

QrK Hk *K + pKC]nC+ ... 

QLL HL «L + ••• 
n + Ql L Hc Hi ff/£ 

QLL HL HL HL 

The last condition results from (27): 

qcC + qII-qKK-qLL = X [ - H c - H I - H K - HL] 
or 

Hn Ht HV 
(29) n = X HL hl hl hl 

- 1 

which implies the last share in (28) using the marginal productivity 
condition for labor in (27). This also implies that the shares obey the 
adding-up property: 

qrC qjl Qk-K rc + qrL 
(30) 4- ^ = 0 . 

QLl Qll QLl QLl 

The equation for the rate of technical change is 

Ht «, + ftclnC+ . . . fat (31) ^ = = 

qrC qj I qKK . 
where w, = C

 T C + T I - _ K - L , 
* qL L qL L qLh 

for calculating For a proof, we differentiate H (In C, . . t ) totally 
with respect to time: 

HcC + + HKK + HLL + Ht = 0 . 

Dividing by Hl and using (28) implies the formula. 

For testing the theory of production, we first have to estimate the 
first three equations in (28) without parameter restrictions and in a 
second step with symmetry restrictions imposed and the same set of 
parameters in each denominator6. Symmetry of Hci = Hie, i. e., implies 
Pa = Pic for a translog production function. We finally can test for 

71 
« There are no parameter restrictions like <xc + ai + <xK + <xL 1 H — ) = 0 

\ Q l W 
as mentioned by Zweifel (1978) besides the fact that such a restriction can 
not be fulfilled if the profit share varies. 
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homogeneity of the production function where homogeneity of degree 
r is defined in the following way: 

F (X C, X I, X K, Xr L,t) = 0. 

With r > 1 this implies decreasing returns to scale with respect to 
labor. We differentiate H (In XC, In A I, In XK, In X rL, t) = 0 with re-
spect to I and after setting X equal to unity we obtain 

Hc + Hl + Hk + tHl = 0 . 

Thus, the last equation in (28) has to be replaced by: 

71 + Qt L (32) „ , = r 

In order to satisfy the adding-up property (30). the following parameter 
restrictions have to be imposed: 

+ aI + aK + r aL = 0 

hc + hc + PKC + r hc = 0 

™ hi + hi +Pki +rhi = 0 
1 j ficK + fiiK + FIKK + rfiLK = 0 

ficL+filL+fiKL+TfiLL = 0 

ft?« + Ai + ha +rfiLt = 0 . 

It has to be noticed that the symmetry restrictions can only be inter-
preted as integrability conditions if the true production function is of 
the translog type. There are three more functional specifications which 
imply the same system of marginal productivity functions as given in 
(28) and (31)7. If the hypothesis of integrability is true but we reject 
Pa = Pa, this only means that the true technology can not globally re-
presented by a translog production function. It does not mean that neo-
classical production functions can not generate the system (28) and (31). 
One production function that generates the same system as (28) and (31) 
and which is not a monotonie transformation of a translog production 
function is, for example (z = (In C, In I, In K, In L, t))8: 

(34) c In (oq + 2 dj Zj) + b0 + 2 bj Zj = 0 

where ^ = c at + a0 b{ , = as bt 

Of course, the matrix of second-order partial derivatives of the pro-
duction function (34) is symmetric, but Pa =t= pji is consistent with this 

7 See Simmons and Weiserbs (1979) with respect to translog utility func-
tions. 

s This is one of the three functions specification given by Simmons and 
Weiserbs (1979). 
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property. This implies that the symmetry restrictions fa = fin are not 
the only ones to test the integrability of the system of marginal pro-
ductivity functions (28). A different set of parameter restrictions exists 
to garantee integrability of the system (28) to the production function 
(34). If we therefore reject the hypothesis fa = we only reject the 
translog approximation but not the hypothesis of profit maximization. 
The integrability hypothesis is true if fa = fai (translog production 
function) or if any of the integrability restrictions are satisfied which 
belong to production functions of the type given in (34). Therefore there 
are at least two different approaches for a choice of a more flexible 
functional form for testing hypotheses: an approximation of a produc-
tion function and one of the system of marginal productivity functions. 
Both approaches can result in the same model to be estimated but this 
model differs with respect to the parameter restrictions which cor-
respond to the properties of the true model of production. A test of a 
model of production therefore can only be carried out on the basis of 
the corresponding choice of approximation. 

6. Empirical results for the model of production III 

We assume that the translog approximation given in (28) and (31) is 
an appropriate functional specification of the system of marginal pro-
ductivity functions. In this case, that is without an approximation error, 
all parameters in the denominator are equal. Given this equality we 
test the hypothesis that the system of marginal productivity functions 
(28) and (31) has been generated by a translog production function. We 
did not test integrability with respect to the production function (34) 
by imposing the corresponding parameter restrictions. Given a translog 
production function we finally test homogeneity of the production 
function. 

As the share equations are homogeneous of degree zero in the para-
meters we divide the nominator and denominator by OCL and estimate 
parameters like ¡}*cc = fad OCL, that is, we can not identify CXL. Given 
equalization of the set of parameters in the denominator there are 29 
parameters to be estimated. Symmetry restrictions reduce the number 
of parameters by ten. We finally impose the six homogeneity restrictions 
(33) and introduce the parameter r which reduce the number of para-
meters by five. In Table 3 we present the results of our tests based on 
the validity of the equality assumption. The price of capital qK is based 
on the average interest rate as the rate of return. 

As our test statistics exceed by far the critical values given in Table 1, 
we reject the hypothesis, that the system (28) and (31) represents profit-
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maximizing marginal productivity functions which have been generated 
by a translog production function. If we assume the validity of a trans-
log production function, we reject the homogeneity of this function. 

Table 3 

Test statistics for the translog implicit production function 

Hypothesis Degrees of freedom Test statistic 

Given equality 
Symmetry 10 18.5 

Given symmetry 
Homogeneity 5 

i 

7. Conclusion 

We have shown that under alternative assumptions on separability 
not only functional specifications and sets of parameter restrictions 
differ extremely but also empirical results. Even with the same model 
the outcome of the test differs due to the degree of freedom to choose 
an appropriate price of capital. Furthermore, the problems will increase 
if we drop the assumption of perfect competition and assume, for ex-
ample, monopolistic profit maximization. This removes none of our 
problems of approximation and the price of capital but adds another 
one, the approximation of supply and demand functions. 

We conclude that there is no way to test the theory of production 
as such. What can be done is only to test a specific model of production 
under the assumptions made in developing the analytical framework. 
If CJ (1977) accept the theory of production then the correct interpreta-
tion of their results is that they accept the theory subject to the as-
sumption of zero profits and explicit separability of the production 
function. Such a model can be used as a sub-model in a macro-econome-
tric growth model or for further hypothesis testing. One might cast 
doubt on the validity of the results as Zweifel did but empirical results 
are never generally valid. They are only valid under certain assump-
tions, conditions, time periods, to mention just a few of the standard 
limitations. Even if we reject hypotheses based on the non-zero-profit 
model, there is no reason to consider the test results based on the zero-
profit model as irrelevant, because it is very likely that there exists a 
rate of return based on that even the non-zero-profit model would pass 
all tests. It is the advantage of the translog approach that it at least 
tries to minimize the assumptions with respect to the specification of 

16 Zeitschrift fur Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften 1980/3 
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behavioral and technical functions by making it possible to avoid the 
assumptions of homogeneity, separability or constant elasticity of sub-
stitution. The approach does not solve the question about the appro-
priate price of capital. Therefore, in opposite to Zweifel, there is no 
reason to join CJ in their acceptance of the profit maximizing hypo-
thesis if their model will be based on an nonseparable production func-
tion and non-zero profits, because the assumption of an arbitrary rate 
of return does not make the test more general than assuming zero pro-
fits, that is, a rate of return consistent with zero profits. We therefore 
conclude that we have to interprete in any case the test results subject 
to the assumptions as "tests of a model of production" which also is the 
title choosen by CJ. The meaning of such a methodological approach 
is that hypothesis testing and parameter fitting should be a joint pro-
cedure in constructing econometric models instead of fitting parameters 
without worrying about the hypotheses made in specifying the equa-
tions. 

Appendix 

We differentiate totally the expression 

n (0 + QL • L = <2/1 + Qc c ~ QK k > 

with respect to t and devide both sides by n (•) + qL L: 

d In {n (•) + qLL) ^ qr I . qcC . qKK . 
dt ~ n + qLL Ql + n + qL L Qc n + qL L ' Qli + 

+ i + r k . 
n + qLL jz + qLL n + qLL 

(A) = 2 (wxqx + wxX) . 
X = C,I,K 

We next differentiate the logarithm of the profit function (10), including 
wages, totally with respect to time: 

d In (n (•) -f qi L) 1 . 3 l n P Q 9 l n P Q . 
dt r + dt x = LTC,K 3 In qx ' Q x 

1 3 In P (•) 
(B) = - L + - + 2 ^x ' Qx 

r ot x 

because of (11) - (13). Comparing (A) and (B), we obtain: 1 . 3 In P (•) _ • 
- L+ ^ — = 2wxX . 
r ot x 

which shows, combined with (9), the validity of (17). 
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Summary 

The objective of the paper is to develop tests of hypotheses from pro-
duction theory under more general models of production. The zero-profit 
model will be extended to a non-zero-profit model and the assumption of a 
separable or homogeneous production function will be dropped. We derive 
alternative econometric models, based on translog representations of pro-
duction functions in two outputs and of profit functions in the corresponding 
prices. We present empirical tests for time series data of West-Germany for 
1950 - 1973 and show the sensitivity of the results with respect to weaker 
assumptions on the underlying production function. 

Zusammenfassung 

Das Ziel dieses Beitrages ist die Überprüfung produktionstheoretischer 
Hypothesen auf der Basis allgemeinerer Produktionsmodelle. Das Null-
Gewinn-Modell wird zu einem Modell mit Residualgewinn erweitert und die 
Annahme einer separablen oder homogenen Produktionsfunktion wird 
fallengelassen. Die entsprechenden ökonometrischen Modelle basieren auf 
einer translog Darstellung einer Produktionsfunktion in zwei Gütern und 
zwei Faktoren und einer Gewinnfunktion in den entsprechenden Preisen. 
Zur Uberprüfung der Spezifikationen und Hypothesen werden Zeitreihen 
für die Bundesrepublik von 1950 - 1973 verwendet. Dabei soll insbesondere 
die Sensitivität der Testergebnisse bei alternativen Annahmen an die zu-
grunde gelegte Produktionsfunktion gezeigt werden. 
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